INTRODUCTION
A morphism q> : T-> S of semigroups is called crossable if every rational subset R oî T contains a rational cross-section 7^0 for the restriction of (p to R or (in other words) if there exists for each rational subset R of T another rational subset R o of T satisfying:
(1) * 0^* ; (2) <p0R o ) = (p0R);and (3) cp is injective on R o .
The following classical crossability resuit is useful in the theory of rational relations.
Crossability results often have interesting conséquences. For example, if S satisfies Eilenberg's theorem then every rational subset of S is unambiguously rational. Moreover, an effective proof that S satisfies Eilenberg's theorem enables us to décide whether a given rational expression over S is unambiguously rational.
Pelletier [3] introduced a technique for constructing congruences from équivalence relations, used it to produce various counter-examples in the theory of Kleene semigroups, and in this way showed that not ail Kleene semigroups satisfy Eilenberg's theorem.
Our major resuit, Theorem 2 below, proves that every cancellative Kleene semigroup satisfies Eilenberg's theorem, by modifying a method used by Sakarovitch [5] (to prove a special case of Eilenberg's theorem) and by Johnson (to show that every deterministic rational équivalence relation has a rational cross-section, cf. Theorem 5.3 in [2] ). The method produces rational cross-sections of équivalence relations by lexicographie minimalization, a tactic which does not work in gênerai (cf. Theorem 8.2 in [2] ) but does work hère.
I. PRELIMINAIRES
Recall some définitions and theorems. A subset R (of a semigroup S), which is saturated by a congruénee = of finite index on S, is called recognizable. Rec(S) dénotes the set of recognizable subsets of S. • Rational subsets of a semigroup S are defined as follows: the empty set 0 is rational and so is every singleton s e S; if U and V are rational, then so are the union U\JV, product UV: -{uv: ue U, ve F}, and subsemigroup U + a S generated by U. Rat (S) dénotes the collection of rational subsets of S.
In an arbitrary semigroup S, Rec(5) and Rat (S) are not closely related. However, the following resuit holds. By an order on a set X, we understand a binary relation > on X which is asymmetrie (no element xeX satisfies x>x) and transitive. A linear order is an order verifying trichotomy:
VxeX VyeX x = y or x>y or y>x.
If>is an order on X and R is a subset of X, then by a>-minimal element of R<= X we mean any reR with {seR:r>s} = 0. Proof: Obvious from the définition of lexicographie order.
• Now the method of Sakarovitch [5] is essentially this: for any lexicographie order>and any morphism TÜ:Z + -» F* from the free semigroup E + to the free monoid T*, A(>,7T~1TC) is a rational relation 2* -> S*, and the set Min(>, TC" 1 7c, 7?) is therefore rational whenever .Kc=X + is; when 7c is nonerasing, Min(>, n" 1 TC, /?) is a cross-section for the restriction of TT" 1^ to i?, and Eilenberg's theorem follows easily.
The next lemmas isolate some key ideas of this method. Proof: (1) => (2): Suppose that some set n~ *• n (w) is infinité. Then n~l n (w) is rational because S has recognizable singletons and consequently n~ln(w) contains an infinité subset xy + z by the pumping lemma. From n (xyz) = (K (xy 2 z), we conclude (by left-cancellativity) that
belongs to the set n (yz) n (yz) ~1. JOHNSON'S THEOREM [2] : Every rational équivalence relation has a rational locally-finite thinning, • We also need the following result, which can be restated in various forms (cf. Proposition 1.4.3 in [3] •
IV. CANCELLATIVE KLEENE SEMIGROUPS
In this section, we show that cancellative Kleene semigroups satisfy Eilenberg's theorem. Proof: (4) => (3): Suppose n(w) is an identity element for S; let aeE be any letter appearing in w; then, as a divisor of the identity TC (W), TC (a) belongs to the group of units of S; moreover, this is a fmite group; hence for some «>1, n(o) n = n(o n ) = n(o) and therefore n~1n(a) f] a(cr + )^0. Then e is an order which is also a rational relation Z* ->E*. If (w, ZJ) then t; has length strictly less than the length of w, so there is no infinité chain hence each 7i~17c-class has an s-minimal element. As ean~1n, we have A(e, ït~17c) = s" 1 s which is certainly a regulator. By Lemmas 7 and 8, Min (e, K" 1^, R) is rational and 7t(Min(e, TI" 1^ R)) = n(R).
We claim no n~17i-class contains infinitely many éléments of R 1 : = Min (e, TC~ 1 K 9 R). If indeed /?! O TÏ~ X TT (W) were infinité, then according to the pumping lemma this rational set would contain an infinité subset xy + z with yeX + , by cancellativity, n(y) is idempotent so yeG, which implies that (xy 2 z, xyz) G S; but this contradicts the fact that xy 2 zeR^ Min (e, rc~1 n, R). By Lemmas 7 and 8, Min(>, 7c" 1 n, R x ) is therefore a rational cross-section for the restriction of n to R t and even for the restriction of n to R. • We remark that Theorem 2 is effective relative to the given Kleene semigroup S: if we have an explicit finite generating set for S, and an algorithm which produces for each R e Rat (S) a congruence of finite index saturating R, then we can really produce the cross-sections described.
